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These notes attempt to describe some aspects of the spectral theory of modular surfaces. They
are by no means a complete survey.
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§1. Introduction
Harmonic analysis on R/Z that is to say the spectral theory of the translation invariant operator
d
D = dx
on periodic functions, is an important first step in understanding the Riemann Zeta
Function. In more detail, the Poisson Summation formula asserts that if f ∈ S(R)
is a smooth
Z (that
∞
function which together with its derivatives is rapidly decreasing) and fˆ(ξ) =
f (x)e(−ξx)dx,
−∞

e(z) := e2πiz , then

fˆ(m) .

(1)

This is proven by expanding the periodic function
X
f (n + x)
F (x) =

(2)

X

f (n) =

X

m∈

n∈

n∈

in a Fourier series.
Recall that the zeta function ζ(s) is defined for <(s) > 1 by
ζ(s) =

∞
X
n=1

1

n−s =

Y
p

(1 − p−s )−1 .
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The product being over the prime numbers and the identity being equivalent to unique factorization
of integers into primes.
Applying Poisson summation to

X

f (nx) with f even and f (0) = fˆ(0) = 0, in the relation

n∈

1
2

Z

∞
0

X
n∈

f (nx)

!

dx
x
= ζ(s)
x
s

Z

∞

f (x)xs

0

dx
x

leads to Riemann’s analytic continuation and functional equation for ζ(s) (see [Bo] for a recent
historical account). The functional equation is the identity
s
Λ(s) := π −s/2 Γ
ζ(s) = Λ(1 − s)
(4)
2
where

Γ(s) =

Z

∞

e−x xs

0

dx
.
x

(5)

The modern theory of automorphic forms is concerned in part with spectral problems associated
with quotients of more general (nonabelian) groups, their homogeneous and symmetric spaces and
the formation of related zeta functions.
In these lectures we will only discuss the case of the upper-half plane. This case is plenty
interesting and challenging and still offers quite striking applications. However, it will become
clear that to fully understand even this special case more general groups are needed and are used.
Let H = {z = x + iy|y > 0} be the upper half-plane. It comes with a complex as well as a
Riemannian structure. The line element being
ds =

|dz|
.
y

(6)

The group G = SL(2, R) of 2 × 2 real matrices of determinant equal to 1, acts on H by linear
fractional transformations. For
 
az + b
ab
g =
, z −→ gz =
.
cd
cz + d

(7)

This action preserves both the complex and Riemannian structures on H. With ds, H has curvature
K ≡ −1 and is a hyperbolic surface (the universal such surface which is simply connected). In
these coordinates the area element for (H, ds) takes the form
dA(z) =

dxdy
y2

(8)
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and the Laplacian 4 := div grad, is given by
 2

∂
∂2
2
4 = y
+
.
∂x2
∂y 2

(9)

4 commutes with the action of G, that is if Rg f (z) = f (gz) then
Rg 4 = 4 Rg , for g ∈ G .

(10)

Next, we need a discrete subgroup Γ of G. For us the most important subgroups are the
modular group
 

ab
SL(2, Z) =
∈ G |a, b, c, d ∈ Z
(11)
cd

and its congruence subgroups. For N ≥ 1 the principal congruence subgroup of level N is
Γ(N ) = {γ ∈ SL(2, Z)|γ ≡ I (mod N)} .

A congruence subgroup Γ of Γ(1) is a subgroup for which there is M such that Γ ⊃ Γ(M ).
The modular surface X(N ) is defined as the quotient Γ(N )\H. It is a finite area, non-compact,
hyperbolic surface. Of course with its complex structure X(N ) is a Riemann surface (or a curve as
an algebraic geometer would call it) whose genus is roughly N 3 when N gets large. X(N ) is also
a parameter space (moduli space) of elliptic curves with suitable structures. All these realizations
of X(N ) are important.
As a quotient space the modular surface X(1) = Γ(1)\H looks like

Figure 1.
This can be seen from the standard fundamental domain F (1) for the action of Γ(1).
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Figure 2.
To see this, note that we may identify H with G/K through the association g −→ gi which has
stabilizer K = SO(2). Since Γ(1) is discretein G and
Γ(1)
 K is compact,

 acts on H without
1 1
0
1
limit points. Using the transformations T =
and S =
which generate Γ(1),
0 1
−1 0
we can reduce any z ∈ H to F (1) as follows: First use T m for suitable m ∈ Z to move z to z 0
with y(z 0 ) = y(z) and − 21 ≤ x(z 0 ) < 21 . If |z 0 | ≥ 1 then z 0 ∈ F (1), otherwise apply S. Then
y(Sz 0 ) ≥ y(z 0 ) and repeat the above process. It must terminate after a finite number of steps with
z having being reduced to F (1), for otherwise Γ(1)z would have a limit point in H.
From Figure 2 and (8) it is clear that Area(X(1)) < ∞. In fact, using hyperbolic geometry
one has
π
(12)
Area (X(1)) = .
3
We can now formulate the fundamental spectral problem. We seek nonzero, square integrable
solutions to

4φ + λφ = 0



φ(γz)
=
φ(z),
γ
∈
Γ(N
)
Z

|φ(z)|2 dA(z) < ∞

X(N )

(13)
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The numbers2 0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . for which (13) has a solution turn out to be discrete and
form the (discrete) spectrum of X(N ). The corresponding eigenfunctions φλ (z) are also of much
interest. The only obvious eigenfunction is the constant function for which λ = λ0 = 0. We call
a solution to (13) a Maass form after Maass who first introduced them3 . Their existence is by no
means obvious - see Section 2.
Intensive numerical investigations[He1] [St] have determined the first 10,000 eigenvalues for
X(1). The first few being: 0, 91.14. . ., 148.43. . ., 190.13. . ., 206.16. . . . They are respectively even,
odd, odd, even and odd, with respect to the symmetry about x = 0. The method used to do these
computations is outlined in Appendix 7. The profiles of the eigenfunctions φ1 , φ10 , φ17 and φ33
corresponding to λ1 , λ10 , λ17 and λ33 are pictured in Figure 3, they were computed in [G-S] and
[Str].
Why the interest in these special vibrating membranes? To answer this we describe some
applications of this spectral theory. We begin with algebraic number theory. Let K be a Galois
extension of the rational number field Q. Let ρ : Gal(K/Q) −→ GL(2, C) be an irreducible twodimensional complex representation of the finite group Gal(K/Q). To each prime p unramified
in K one can associate a conjugacy class Frobp in Gal(K/Q) - see Appendix 2. Following Artin
define the L-functions L(s, ρ) by
L(s, ρ) =

Y

det(I − ρ(Frobp )p−s )−1

Y

(1 − traceρ(Frobp )p−s + det ρ(Frobp )p−2s )−1

p

=

p

:=

∞
X

(14)

λρ (n)n−s .

n=1

(care must be taken in defining the local Euler factors at ramified primes [Lan2]). Artin Conjectured that L(s, ρ) extends to an entire function of s. For our discussion let’s assume that ρ is
unramified over R (see Appendix 1 for definitions) then it was shown very recently [Boo]4 that if
L(s, ρ) is entire then
∞
X
φ(z) =
λρ (n)y 1/2 K0 (2πny) cos(2πnx)
(15)
n=1

is a Maass form for X(N ) with eigenvalue λφ = 41 ! Here N is the conductor of ρ, (Appendix 2),
2

An integration by parts shows that these must be non-negative.
For N > 1 he gave some explicit examples, see Appendix 1
4
this constitutes a strengthening of [Wei] in that no twists are needed.
3
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λ1 = 91.12 . . .

λ10 = 379.90 . . .

λ17 = 541.27 . . .

λ33 = 916.52 . . .
Figure 3
The 1st , 10th , 17th and 33rd eigenfunctions for the modular group. They are all odd with respect
to the symmetry z −→ −z̄.
and K0 (y) is the Bessel function. The latter may be defined by
Z ∞
Kν (y) =
e−y cosh t cosh(νt) dt
0

(16)
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and it satisfies
Kν00

1
+ Kν0 +
y



ν2
1− 2
y



Kν = 0 .

(17)

Observe that if

ψ(z) =

∞
X

a(n) y 1/2 Kit (2πny) cos(2πnx)

(18)

n=1

for any coefficients a(n), then

4ψ +



1
+ t2
4



ψ(z) = 0.

(19)

The important feature in (15) is the Γ(N ) invariance.
Thus, according to Artin’s Conjecture even Galois representations (Appendix 2) give rise to
Maass forms with eigenvalue 41 . Similarly, odd ones give rise to holomorphic forms of weight 1,
see [Se]. If the image of ρ in P GL(2, C) (which being finite must according to Klein [Kl] be one
of the following; dihedral, tetrahedral,octahedral or icosahedral) is not icosahedral, then the Artin
Conjecture is true. The most difficult cases being the tetrahedral and octahedral ones which were
established in [La1] and [Tu].5 The proof makes crucial use of the spectral theory via use of the
trace formula (Appendix 3) to establish cyclic base change. The latter gives a precise relation
between the automorphic (in particular Maass) spectrum over a number field L and that of a
cyclic extension K of L.
It is believed that conversely any Maass form φ with eigenvalue λφ = 41 must correspond to an
even Galois representation as above. In [Sa1] it is shown that if φ(z) is a Maass form for some
X(N ) and has integer coefficients in its Fourier expansion (18) then in fact λφ = 41 and φ comes
from a Galois representation of dihedral or tetrahedral type. The proof of this result relies on
recent advances [K-S] on the functorial lifts sym3 : GL(2) −→ GL(4), see Appendix 1.
We turn to some applications of this spectral theory to problems in analytic number theory.
In these it is the entire spectrum that usually enters. For example, let λρ (n) be the coefficients in
(14) or for that matter the coefficients of any holomorphic or Maass form. For integers ν 1 , ν2 , h ≥ 1
consider the Dirichlet series
5

For recent progress for ρ odd and icosahedral (see [B-D-S-T]).
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X

D(s, ν1 , ν2 , h) =

λρ (n) λρ (m) (ν1 n + ν2 m)−s

(20)

ν1 n−ν2 m=h

The series converges absolutely for <(s) > 1. As was first noted in [Sel2] and is explained in
Appendix 6, D has an analytic continuation to <(s) ≥ 21 with possible poles at s = 12 + itφ where
0 6= λφ = 14 + t2φ is an eigenvalue of 4 on X(ν1 ν2 N ). Notice that if λφ ≥ 14 (see Section 3) then
in fact D(s, ν1 , ν2 , h) is analytic in <(s) > 12 . The latter represents a substantial (“square root”)
cancellation in the following smooth sums: If ψ ∈ C0∞ (0, ∞) and  > 0 there is C,ψ such that
X

ψ

ν1 n−ν2 m=h



ν1 n + ν 2 m
Y



λρ (n) λρ (m) ≤ C,ψ Y

1
+
2

, as Y −→ ∞.

(21)

Cancellation in such and related arithmetical sums is at the heart of many of the applications of
the Maass form spectral theory. We mention a couple.
1. Equidistribution of roots:
Let f (x) ∈ Z[x] be an irreducible polynomial over Q. If K is the splitting field for f then
Frobp and (14) are concerned with how f (x) factors mod p, for different primes p. Let
0 ≤ xj (p) ≤ p − 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , νp , νp ≤ deg f be the roots of f (x) ≡ 0(p) if there are any.
Numerical experiments suggest that {xj (p)/p}, j = 1, . . . , νp , p ≤ X become equidistributed
in [0, 1] as X −→ ∞. In [D-F-I] and [To] it is shown that this is indeed the case when f is
of degree 2. That is for 0 ≤ α ≤ ß ≤ 1,
#{p ≤ X, j ≤ νp |

xj (p)
p

∈ [α, ß]}

#{p ≤ X, j ≤ νp }

−→ ß − α,

asX −→ ∞ .

(22)

2. Hilbert’s eleventh problem:
This asks about the representations of integers in a number field K (respectively of elements
in K) by an integral (respectively K rational) quadratic form F (x1 , x2 , . . . xn ) in n-variables.
For the case of representability of members of K by a form F with coefficients in K this
was resolved by Hasse [Ha]. He showed that F (x) = n has a solution x ∈ K n , m ∈ K
iff F (x) = m has a solution over Kv for every completion Kv of K. This is called a local
to global principle. The case of integral representations is apparently more difficult. After
works of Minkowski, Siegel and others, an appropriate local to global principle for intergral
forms in 4 or more variables was established in [Kne]. In the most interesting case that
the form is definite then the local to global principle applies when m is large. For two
variables there is in general no such local to global principle. The case of 3 variables was
resolved recently in [Co-PS-S] where a local to global principle is proven. There is an added
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caveat of the result being ineffective and that for 3 variables there may be a finite number
of quadratic exceptional sequences [D -SP], [SP]. An interesting application of the above is
the determination of which integers m in K are a sum of 3 squares of integers of K. An
important ingredient in [Co-PS-S] is the analysis of the Maass form spectrum and especially
the low energy eigenvalues for Hilbert modular manifolds (for an example of these see the
end of Section 4), which are the natural generalizations of the X(N )’s for K.
We hope that the above examples convince you of the central role that the spectrum of X(N )
plays in number theory. In the analytic aspects it is the low energy spectrum that is critical. In
Section 3 we discuss this aspect of the spectrum. The study of the large eigenvalues for a given X
is also of interest, especially as a problem in mathematical physics. The limit λ −→ ∞ is the so
called semi-classical limit. In our case of a hyperbolic surface X, we are dealing with a quantization
of a classically chaotic Hamiltonian and for these (unlike the case of a completely integrable
Hamiltonian) the relation in the semi-classical limit between the classical and quantum mechanics
is not well understood. We discuss these issues as well as some recent decisive breakthroughs for
the surfaces X(N ), in Section 4.
§2. Existence
We first recall a fundamental result of Weyl. Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a compact planar Euclidian domain
∂2
∂2
with smooth boundary ∂Ω. The eigenvalue problem for the usual Laplacian 4 = ∂x
2 + ∂y 2 on Ω
with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
4φ(z) + λφ(z) = 0 for z ∈ Ω
φ

∂Ω

= 0.

Let NΩ (R) be the number of such eigenvalues λ counted with multiplicity, with λ ≤ R. Weyl’s
result, known as Weyl’s law asserts that
NΩ (R) ∼

Area(Ω)
R,
4π

as R −→ ∞ .

The result has been generalized to Riemannian manifolds of any dimension. For many, the favored
modern means of proving this law is by analyzing the small time asymptotics of the heat kernel on
R × Ω [Mc-Si]. The sharpest forms of the remainder terms for such Weyl asymptotics are gotten
by analyzing the propogation of singularities for the wave kernel [Du-Gu].
We return to our setting of finite area hyperbolic surfaces. Since the spaces X(N ) are not
compact it is not at all clear that there are any solutions to (13) with λ > 0. The discrete
spectrum that we seek lies embedded in the continuous spectrum making these eigenvalues very
difficult to isolate analytically. The theory of Eisenstein series and their analytic continuation
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developed in [Sel1] for a general hyperbolic surface XΓ = Γ\H, furnishes the continuous spectrum.
The latter consists of the interval [ 41 , ∞) with multiplicity the number of cusps of XΓ . The constant
term in the Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series (see (43)), φΓ (s) (called the determinant of
the scattering matrix in [L-P] or the intertwining operator in [Sh]) is meromorphic in C. Its only
poles in <(s) ≥ 12 are in ( 12 , 1] and the residues at these poles furnish solutions to (13) called the
residual spectrum of X. The poles of φΓ (s) in <(s) < 21 yield resonances for the problem (13).
The orthogonal complement in L2 (XΓ ) of the continuous and residual spectrum is the cuspidal
space L2cusp (XΓ ). It is invariant under 4 and the resolvent (λ − 4)−1 is compact when restricted
to L2cusp (XΓ ). L2cusp has a simple description in terms of periods of closed horocycles associated
with the cusps C1 , . . . C` of XΓ .

Figure 3a.
For example for Γ(1) the modular group

L2cusp (X(1))

=



2

f ∈ L (X(1))

Z

1

f (z) dx = 0 for almost all y > 0
0



(23)

A Maass form (as in (13)) which also lies in L2cusp is called a Maass cusp form. These are the
building blocks (the fundamental particles) of the theory of automorphic forms. Their existence in
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this setting is tied to the size of L2cusp (X(1)). Whether L2cusp (X) 6= {0} for a general hyperbolic X
is by no means obvious. An interesting discussion in terms of integral geometry is given in [Lax].
One of the early triumphs of the trace formula (Appendix 3) developed in [Sel1] was the proof
that the modular surfaces X(N ) carry an abundance of Maass cusp forms. For these surfaces the
functions φΓ(N ) (s) may be expressed in terms of Dirichlet L-functions (Appendix 1). For example
for Γ(1)

φΓ(1) (s) =

Λ(2s − 1)
Λ(2s)

(24)


with Λ(s) as in ( 4 ). In particular, φΓ(N ) (s) has no poles in 12 , 1 so that in these cases there is
no residual spectrum (besides λ = 0) and any solution of (13) with λ > 0 is automatically a cusp
form. For the general XΓ , the trace formula provides a Weyl like law for counting asymptotically
the sum of the cuspidal spectrum and the continuous spectrum - the latter through the winding
of the unitary quantity φΓ (s) for <(s) = 21 (Appendix 3). In the case of a modular surface the
expression of φΓ(N ) (s) in terms of L-functions allows one to show that the contribution of the
continuous spectrum to this Weyl law is negligible. That is, for X(N ) it is shown in [Sel1](see
Appendix 3) that
cusp
NΓ(N
) (λ) :=

X

0<λj ≤λ

1∼

Area X(N )
λ, as λ −→ ∞ .
4π

(25)

Thus, solutions to (13) exist and in abundance! We call a surface X essentially cuspidal if (25)
holds.
It is interesting6 from many points of view to understand when solutions to (13) exist, for
the more general hyperbolic surface X. Contrary to early beliefs it appears now that essential
cuspidality is limited to special arithmetic surfaces! We review briefly these developments. In the
papers [P-S1],[P-S2],[P-S3], the behavior of the discrete spectrum is studied when Γ undergoes a
deformation. Fix N and let T (Γ(N )) be the deformation space (Teichmuller space) of continuous
deformations of Γ(N ) as a discrete subgroup of cofinite area in SL(2, R), that is as a hyperbolic
surface. The cotangent space to T (Γ(N )) at Γ(N ) may be naturally identified with the space of
holomorphic quadratic differentials on X(N ) (here the analytic structure of X(N ) is exploited)
with suitable behavior at the punctures [Be]. Using the uniformization X(N ) = Γ(N )\H this
cotangent space can be realized as the space of holomorphic cusp forms Q of weight 4 for Γ(N ).
That is:
6

This is especially relevant in higher dimensions where the only understanding of φΓ (s) comes from spectral
theory [La3].
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• Q(z) is holomorphic in H

 
ab
∈ Γ(N )
= (cz + d) Q(z) for
• Q
cd







• Q vanishes at the cusps.
az+b
cz+d



4

(26)

Unlike the issue of Maass cusp forms, the dimension of the space of holomorphic cusp forms of
weight 4 on any surface X, is determined purely in terms of the topology of X via the RiemannRoch formula.
Let Xt be a real analytic curve in T (Γ(N )) with X0 = X(N ) and with tangent vector at t = 0
given by Q(z) as above. In order to investigate the behavior of the spectrum under deformation
define the singular set σ(X), to be the numbers 21 + itj (with multiplicities) if λj = 14 + t2j is an
eigenvalue of 4 on XΓ , together with the poles ρj (again with order) of φΓ (s) in <(s) < 12 . The
multiplicity of the point s = 12 as a member of σ(X) requires a special definition [P-S3]. Note that
σ(X) ∩ {s|<(s) ≥ 12 } consists of points located in {<(s) = 21 } ∪ (1/2, 1]. In [P-S3] it is shown that
σ(Xt ) is an algebroid function of t. That is, branches ρj (t) may be chosen so as to be analytic in
t or at worst to have algebraic singularities locally. Now, suppose that 12 + itj , tj > 0 is a simple
point in σ(X(N )) corresponding to a Maass form φj . Let ρj (t) be its corresponding deformation.
Either <(ρj (t)) ≡ 12 or ρj (t) moves into <(s) < 21 . In the latter case the cusp form φj is dissolved
under the deformation into a pole of φΓt (s). In [P-S3] the following “Fermi Golden rule”7 is proven:
d2
<(ρj (t))
dt2

t=0

= −c(tj ) L



1
+ itj , Q × φj
2



2

.

(27)

Here c(tj ) > 0 and L(s, Q × φj ) is the Rankin-Selberg L-function of Q and φj (see Appendix 1
for a definition). The proof of (27) relies in a crucial way on the scattering theory (specifically
the semi-group Z(t)) developed in [L-P]. A similar formula for the movement of sj = 21 (ie tj = 0
above), when movement to the right is also possible, is developed in [Pe].
The dissolving condition (27) boils down to a vanishing question about a special value of a zeta
function. Note that the special value is on the critical line for this function so that the vanishing
does not violate the corresponding Riemann Hypothesis (Appendix 1). Starting with [D-I] there
have been a series of results concerning the non-vanishing of these numbers L( 12 + itj , Q × φj ),
|tj | ≤ T . In [Lu] it is shown that a positive proportion of these numbers are not zero, as T −→ ∞.
Note that once a Maass form φj is dissolved then it is a pole (or resonance) for all but countably
7

See [Si] for a discussion of this terminology in the context of Helium-like atoms.
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many values of t. Thus generically in T (Γ(N )) it is dissolved into a pole. There is a technical
difficulty in this analysis in the case that 12 + itj is a multiple eigenvalue. Specifically degenerate
perturbation theory leads to a much less tractable (in terms of L-functions) formula for the Golden
Rule. This leads us to the issue of the possible multiplicities of the eigenvalues of X(N ). This has
proven to be an embarrassingly difficult problem - see Section 4. It is believed that the multiplicity
m(λ) of an eigenvalue λ of X(N ) should be uniformly bounded (here N is fixed). Assuming this
then the above analysis leads to the conclusion that for the generic Γ ∈ T (Γ(N )), XΓ is not
essentially cuspidal. The dissolving condition (27) led to the following Conjectures [Sa2]:
Conjecture 1:
(a) The generic Γ in a given Teichmuller space of finite area hyperbolic surfaces is not essentially
cuspidal.
(b) Except for the Teichmuller space of the once punctured torus, the generic Γ has only a finite
number of discrete eigenvalues.
The reason for omitting the once punctured torus is that this Teichmuller space has a persistent
symmetry of order 2 which leaves the continuous spectrum invariant. The functions which are odd
with respect to this symmetry constitute half of L2 (XΓ ) and these functions are all cuspidal. In
the context of deforming XΓ in the infinite dimensional space of all Riemannian metrics which are
conformal to XΓ , part (b) is known and was established in [Co2].
Remarkable further progress on the above Conjecture was made in the series of papers [Wo1][Wo2].
Instead of considering regular deformations in T (Γ) he follows special deformations Γt to the boundary of T (Γ). This is a formidable task, being an analysis of eigenvalues embedded in the continuum
for a very singular perturbation. The payoff of going to the boundary is well worth it. The
 point
1
being that the key dissolving condition
(27)
takes
a
similar
form
with
L
+
it
,
Q
×
φ
j
j being
2

1
replaced by L 2 + itj , E4 × φj , where E4 is the Eisenstein series:
E4 (z) =

X

(cz + d)−4

γ∈Γ∞\Γ(N )

Γ∞ =



1 Nm
0 1

(28)




m∈Z .

This holomorphic weight 4 Eisenstein series generates a singular deformation at the boundary
of T . The theory of such singular deformations (of infinite energy) was developed in [W]. The
advantage of E4 over Q is that the degree 4 L-function L(s, E4 × φj ) factors into the two degree
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2 L-functions (Appendix 1) L(s + 1, φj ) L(s − 1, φj ). Thus evaluation at s = 12 + itj ensures
the non-vanishing of this product since L-functions can only vanish in 0 < <(s) < 1 or at the
trivial zeroes! Unfortunately, there is still the caveat of the multiplicity issue. In fact, the analysis
needed to handle this very singular perturbation requires the strongest multiplicity Conjecture
(see Section 4).
Theorem 1 [Wo2]:
Assume that the cuspidal Maass spectrum (of new and old forms) for X(2) is simple, then part
(a) of Conjecture 1 is true.
One may ask if there is a characterization of those Γ which have many Maass cusp forms?
In [Sa2] the question of the relation to arithmeticity is raised. The simplest case to explain this
phenomenon is for a hyperbolic triangle.

Figure 4.
The conjecture is that there will be infinitely many solutions to 4u + λu = 0, u ∈ L2 (Fq ),
= 0 (that is Neumann boundary conditions) iff q = 3, 4 or 6. q = 3 corresponds to even

∂n u
∂Fq

Maass cusp forms for Γ(1) = SL(2, Z), q = 4 and 6 correspond to other congruence subgroups
of SL(2, Z). All other integer values of q give via reflections in the sides of the triangle, nonarithmetic subgroups of SL(2, R) [Ta]. If q ∈
/ Z then reflections in the sides of Fq do not generate
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a discrete subgroup of SL(2, R) but the above eigenvalue problem for the triangle makes sense.
This conjecture about these triangles has been checked numerically in [He2]. For example for
q = 5, 7 and 8 no eigenvalues were found for 0 < λ < 3600. In [Ju] the dissolving condition (26)
at “q = ∞” is developed using a similar singular perturbation method to [Wo1]. He shows that
subject to the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1, Fq has only a finite number of eigenvalues for all
but a countable set of q.
By looking at more general surfaces XΓ we have learned something about the Maass forms φ for
X(N ). They are very fragile and special objects and even their existence is tied to the arithmetic
of Γ(N ). We end this Section by pointing out that some higher rank cases of essential cuspidality
have been established recently. For X = SL(3, Z)\SL(3, R)/SO(3) in [Mi] and for the general
congruence quotient of SL(n, R)/SO(n) in [Mu].
§3. Low Energy Spectrum
We mentioned in Section 1 in connection with Galois representations the importance of the
eigenvalue λ = 14 for X(N ). It was also noted that in analytic applications an eigenvalue 0 < λφ < 14
would have a drastic impact on the cancellations in the sums (21). The question of the smallest
non-zero eigenvalue for these surfaces is one of the major problems in the subject. Let λ1 (X)
denote the next to smallest (the smallest is λ0 = 0) eigenvalue of 4 on L2 (X).
Conjecture 2 [Sel1]:

For N ≥ 1, λ1 (X(N )) ≥ 14 .

We call this the Selberg-Ramanujan Conjecture since it was first formulated in [Sel1] but today
we understand it as part of the general Ramanujan Conjectures [La2].
Comments:
1. As noted in Section 2 there is no residual spectrum for X(N ) so we could take for λ1 (X(N ))
the smallest eigenvalue of a Maass cusp form for X(N ). The continuous spectrum is the
interval [ 41 , ∞), so we may also formulate the conjecture variationally as follows:
For any f ∈ C0∞ (X(N )), that is smooth and compactly supported and for which
Z
f (z) dA(z) = 0
X(N )

we have
Z

1
|OH f (z)| dA(z) ≥
4
X(N )
2

Z

X(N )

|f (z)|2 dA(z).

(29)
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2. Another reason for the relevance of the number 41 is that the spectrum of 4 on the universal
covering L2 (H) is [ 41 , ∞). To see that λ0 (H) ≥ 14 let f ∈ C0∞ (H). Following [Mc] we have
1
2

Z

∞
0

dy
f (z) 2 =
y
2

≤

Z

∞

fy (z) f (z)

0

Z

∞

dy
y

2

(fy (z)) dy

0

1/2 Z

∞
0

dy
f (z) 2
y
2

1/2

.

Hence
1
4

Z

∞
0

dy
f (z) 2 ≤
y
2

Z

∞
0

Z

2

| fy (z)| dy ≤

∞
0

|Of |2 dy.

Integrating with respect to x yields
1
4

Z


2

f (z) dA(z) ≤

Z


2

|Of | dxdy =

Z


|OH f |2 dA(z).

3. It is not difficult to show that the cuspidal spectrum of 4 becomes dense in [ 41 , ∞) as
N −→ ∞. Thus Conjecture 2 if true is sharp.
4. Conjecture 2 is somewhat surprising. After all the surfaces X(N ) have their area and genus
going to infinity with N . This might lead one to expect that the low “overtone” λ1 (X(N ))
should go to zero. That this is not the case is combinatorially very powerful. The optimally
highly connected but sparse, Ramanujan Graphs [L-P-S] and [M], are constructed via similar
congruence quotients of the p-adic groups P GL(2, Qp ).
5. The assumption that Γ is a congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z) cannot be dropped. In [Sel1]
it is shown that given  > 0 there is a cyclic cover XΓ0 of X(2) for which λ1 (XΓ0 ) < . In
view of the results below towards Conjecture 2 it follows that for  small Γ0 cannot contain
Γ(M ) for any M . These Γ0 are finite index subgroups of SL(2, Z) which are not congruence
subgroups.
6. Conjecture 2 is known for N ≤ 17 [Hu]. The combinational topological method used there
when successful establishes that λcusp
(X(N )) > 41 . In view of the presence of Galois repre1
sentations this method breaks down for large N .
3
In [Sel2] the bound λ1 (X(N )) ≥ 16
was established. It is already very useful in many applica3
tions. By a completely different method[Ge-Ja] showed that λ1 (X(N )) > 16
. Their approach is
2
based on the symmetric square sym : GL(2) −→ GL(3) functorial lift (see Appendix 1). They then
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invoke local representation theoretic bounds concerning generic representations of GL(3, R), [JaSh]. In [L-R-S] global bounds towards the general Ramanujan Conjectures on GL(m, A ) m ≥ 2,
are established using families of L-functions. Combining this for the case of GL(3) together with
21
sym2 as above leads to λ1 (X(N )) ≥ 100
. Recently, the functorial lifts sym3 : GL(2) −→ GL(4)
and sym4 : GL(2) −→ GL(5) were established [K-S][K]. Combining these with the methods from
families of L-functions one obtains


Theorem 2 [Ki-Sa]:

λ1 (X(N )) ≥

975
4096

= 0.238 . . .

This is getting close to 41 but it is also close to the limit of these methods. The functorial lifts
sym3 and sym4 are based on the continuous spectrum (Eisenstein series) on exceptional groups
including E8 . What can be done this way terminates with the finite list of exceptional groups. We
see clearly here that other groups and symmetric spaces play a central role in understanding GL(2)
(that is essentially the upper half-plane). We note that if the general Functoriality Conjectures
concerning the automorphic lifts symk : GL(2) −→ GL(k + 1), k ≥ 1 are valid then so is Conjecture
2 [La2].
Conjecture 2 is concerned with the bottom of the spectrum of the Laplacian 4 on L2cusp (X(N )),
that is the spectrum at the “archimedean” place. There is a similar conjecture for each prime p for
the corresponding Hecke operator Tp . The surfaces X(N ) carry algebraic correspondences which
give rise to the family of Hecke operators. For (n, N ) = 1 define Tn by


az + b
1 X
f
.
Tn f (z) = √
n ad = n
d

(30)

b mod d


 −1
n0
n0
These are closely related to the cosets of the finite index subgroups
Γ(N )
∩ Γ(N )
01
01
of Γ(N ). The linear transformation Tn maps L2 (X(N )) −→ L2 (X(N )).


The Tn ’s are normal, they commute with each other and with 4 and leave L2cusp (X(N ))
invariant.
(31).
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The Ramanujan Conjectures for these Tp ’s asserts the following

Tp
L2cusp (X(N ))

≤ 2.

(32)

One can show that the above norm is at least 2 so that (32) is equivalent k Tp |L2cusp (X(N )) k= 2.
The trivial bound (from (29)) for k Tp k is
1

1

k Tp k ≤ p 2 + p − 2 .

(33)

The functorial techniques [K] apply to these finite places as well and if one combines them with
the L-function techniques of [Du-Iw] one obtains the following very useful bounds [Ki-Sa]
7

7

k Tp |L2cusp (X(N )) k ≤ p 64 + p− 64 .

(34)

A unification and clarification of the theory of the spectrum of 4 and of Tp is provided by the
representation theoretic description of the subject. That is the spectral decomposition of the right
regular action of GL(2, A ) on GL(2, Q)\GL(2, A ) where A is the adele group of Q [Ge]. This
language is indispensable for many purposes. We have avoided it in order to keep our discussion
as self-contained and elementary as possible. A recent discussion of these adelic spectral problems
for more general groups can be found in [Cl].






§4. High Energy Spectrum
In this Section we examine the solutions (13) for λ large. For this limit the case of X(1) already
contains the key features so for the most part we will concentrate on X(1). Probably the simplest
and most basic question concerning the eigenvalues of X(1) was raised in [Ca] where the first
attempts to numerically compute the eigenvalues were carried out.
Conjecture 3 [Ca]:

The (cuspidal) spectrum of 4 on X(1) is simple.

The main evidence for this are the numerical computations [St] which confirm the Conjecture
for the first 10,000 eigenvalues. Let mX(1) (λ) be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ. The best
known bounds for m(λ) are rather poor. They are derived from the trace formula by analyzing the
remainder term in the Weyl asymptotics (25). The difficulty in all questions involving the large
λ limit is that when localizing a test function in the trace formula (Appendix 3) near λ one is
faced on the dual side (via Fourier Transform) with an exponential in λ number of terms involving
closed geodesics. It is then very problematic to establish suitable cancellations in these sums over
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the closed geodesics. All that seems possible is to treat these sums trivially and after optimizing
the choice of test functions one obtains a bound for mX (λ) for the general hyperbolic surface X.

lim

λ−→∞

mX (λ) log λ
Area(X)
√
.
≤
2
λ

(35)

For X(1) one can obtain square root cancellation in the relevant sums by using the relative trace
formula [Ku] which involves Kloosterman sums instead of closed geodesics. This leads to a modest
improvement over (35) for X(1) [Sa3];

lim

λ−→∞

mX(1) (λ) log λ
Area(X(1))
π
√
≤
=
.
4
12
λ

(36)

It is an important problem to improve this bound (36). In my youth I would
 impressed
√ have been
1
−δ
with the bound mX(1) (λ) = 0(λ 2 ) for some δ > 0. Today mX(1) (λ) = o
λ / log λ looks good.
An interesting phenomenological fact about the spectrum of X(1) was noted in [St]. Consider
the numbers λ̃j = λj /12 where λj are the eigenvalues of X(1). According to (25) the mean spacings
between the numbers λ̃j is 1. The numerical experiments in [St] suggest that the consecutive
spacings and for that matter any local spacing statistic behaves like random numbers would, or
as is often said - the local spacings statistics are “Poissonian”. More precisely, the consecutive
spacings apparently obey the following law: For 0 ≤ α < ß < ∞,
Z ß
#{j ≤ N |λ̃j+1 − λ̃j ∈ [α, ß]}
As N −→ ∞,
−→
e−x dx .
(37?)
N
α
This random behavior of the eigenvalues of X(1) is unexpected. To explain why so we recall
the interest that the spectrum of a hyperbolic surface has generated in mathematical physics.
Given x ∈ X and ξ ∈ Tx (X) a unit tangent vector and t ∈ R let (x(t), ξ(t)), ξ(t) ∈ Tx(t) (X),
be the position and tangent vector after flowing for arc-length t from x in the direction ξ along
the corresponding geodesic. This flow Gt : S(X) −→ S(X) on the unit circle bundle to X is the
geodesic flow. It is a Hamilton flow. In terms of the uniformization X = Γ\H we can identify
S(X) with Γ\G, G = P SL(2, R) and Gt takes the form
Gt

Γg −
→ Γg
Gt clearly preserves the Haar measure dg.



et/2 0
0
e−t/2



.

(38)
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It is well known that the geodesic flow of a manifold of negative curvature is ergodic, 8 Anosov,
has positive Lyapunov exponents . . . . In short, it is a “chaotic” Hamiltonian. Now the eigenvalue
problem for 4 on XΓ corresponds to a quantization of this classically chaotic dynamics. The large
λ limit for this quantization is the same as the semi-classical limit (} −→ 0) of the quantum system.
Unlike the case of the quantization of a completely integrable Hamiltonian where the impact of
classical invariant torri on the spectrum in the semi-classical limit is well understood [Laz], very
little can be said analytically in the chaotic case. The study of the semi-classical limit, specifically
the relation between the classical and quantum mechanics of a classically chaotic Hamiltonian goes
by the name of Quantum Chaos.
One of the interesting suggestions that has emerged from many numerical investigations is that
the local spacing statistics of the eigenvalues of the quantization of a classically chaotic Hamiltonian
are modeled by the local spacing laws of the eigenvalues of a random matrix in a suitable matrix
ensemble. These laws are very different from the Poissonian laws that the spectrum of X(1)
exhibits. This then is the sense in which the spectrum of X(1) has unexpected statistics. No doubt
the reason for this anomaly is that 4 commutes with the geometrically defined Hecke operators
Tn in (30) (see also [Sa4]). Indeed, for the spectrum for the Dirichlet problem (which has discrete
spectrum only) for the triangles Fq in Figure 4, it is found numerically that for q 6= 3, 4, 6 (in
which case there are no Hecke operators) the local spacings follow the local “GOE laws” [B-S].
GOE stands for the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble and is concerned with the eigenvalues of a
random real symmetric matrix of large size [Me]. For example, the scaled consecutive spacing
distribution for the latter is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5.
8

The first case to be studied was in fact X(1), by Artin [Ar].
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The density of the GOE consecutive spacing law vanishes to first order at x = 0 indicating that
the eigenvalues of a random matrix repel each other and that the corresponding spectrum is rigid.
In contrast there are near degeneracies in the Poissonian laws. This phenomenology about the
spectrum of X(1) is fascinating but very little can be proven.
We turn to the behavior of the eigenfunctions φλ for X(1) for which much is now known.
The basic issue is whether as λ −→ ∞ these eigenstates can localize or do they spread out
evenly? For reasons similar to those mentioned above in connection the question of multiplicities,
it is very difficult to analyze the high energy eigenstates of the quantization of a classically chaotic
Hamiltonian. We next state the basic Conjectures asserting the non-localization of φ λ for a general
hyperbolic X (possibly compact) as λ −→ ∞.
Conjecture 4: [I-S1]:
Fix X, K ⊂ X a compact (nice set) 9 , 2 < p ≤ ∞ and  > 0. There is c = c(p, K, ) such that
Z

p

K

|φλ (z)| dA(z)

 p1

≤ cλ



Z

2

K

|φλ (z)| dA(z)

 12

.

Remarks:
1. This Conjecture asserts that the Lp norm on a nice compact set K ⊂ X (if X is compact
then take K = X) grow slower than any power of λ times the L2 norm. It quantifies the
lack of localization of φλ . For the case of p = ∞ this Conjecture, if true, is quite deep since
it implies the classical Lindelof Hypothesis for the Riemann Zeta Function (Appendix 1).
Also, for p = ∞ it implies that mX (λ) = O (λ ).
2. The λ factor is necessary when p = ∞ since in [I-S1] it is shown that k φλ k∞ is not
uniformly bounded for certain compact X. Here (and henceforth) we will normalize φλ so
that k φλ k2 = 1.
There are some general interpolation bounds for the Lp norms of eigenfunctions φλ on a (fixed)
general compact Riemannian surface X. In [So] it is shown that
k φλ kp  λδ(p) ,

(39)

1
where δ(p) = 14 − 1p , for 6 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and δ(p) = 81 − 4p
, for 2 ≤ p ≤ 6. The proof of (39) uses
a construction of a parametrix for the wave equation via Fourier Integral Operators, combined
9

for example K could be the closure of a nonempty geodesic ball.
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with ideas from restriction theorems in Fourier Analysis [Ste]. The bound (39) is local in that it
is derived on pieces of X directly. The global aspects of the geodesic motion do not enter. As a
local bound (39) cannot be improved since it is sharp on S 2 with the round metric [So].
Another means to analyze the localization question is to examine the probability measures
µφ = |φλ (z)|2 dA(z) .

(40)

Quantum mechanically this gives the probability distribution on X associated to being in the state
φλ . One can form a probability measure νφ on Γ\G, the micro-local lift of µφ to S(X), (Appendix
4) which projects to µφ and measures how φλ is distributed in phase space. For a ∈ C ∞ (Γ\G)
νφ (a) measures the quantum observable Op(a) (see Appendix 4) when in the state φ.
Conjecture 5: [R-S] Quantum Unique Ergodicity
The measures νφ become equidistributed with respect to dg as λ −→ ∞. Precisely, if f ∈ C 0 (Γ\G)
then
Z
Z
lim
f (g) dνφ(g) =
f (g) dg := f¯
λ−→∞

Γ\G

Γ\G

where dg is Haar measure on G normalized so that Vol(Γ\G) = 1.
Comments:
1. While this Conjecture seems reasonable enough, we point out that it contradicts some suggestions that eigenstates in chaotic quantizations might concentrate on unstable periodic
orbits, a phenomenon called scarring [Hel].
2. The name quantum unique ergodicity stems from there being in this context an analogue
at the quantum level of ergodicity. Let φj be any orthonormal basis of L2 (X) (if X is not
compact then we assume that X = X(N ) and that φj is an orthonormal basis of L2cusp (X)).
In [Sh][Co][Ze] it is shown that if f ∈ C0∞ (Γ\SL(2, R)) then as λ −→ ∞
X

λj ≤λ



|νφj (f ) − f¯|2 = o 

X

λj ≤λ



1 .

(41)

In particular it follows that almost all, in the sense of density of the number of eigenvalues, of
the νφ ’s become equidistributed as λj −→ ∞. Recall that Gt being ergodic means that almost
all orbits of the flow become equidistributed as t −→ ∞. Thus the above is the quantum
analogue of the geodesic flow Gt being ergodic. For Gt however there are many singular
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invariant measures (the most singular being arclength on an unstable periodic orbit). Thus,
Conjecture 5 asserts that at the quantum level things are quite different in that all eigenstates
become equidistributed (a flow for which all orbits become equidistributed is called uniquely
ergodic).
3. We call any weak limit of the measures νφλ , a quantum limit. Using some standard results
about propagation of singularities in the theory of Fourier Integral Operators one can show
that any quantum limit is Gt invariant - see Appendix 4. Conjecture 5 is equivalent to the
statement that the only quantum limit is dg.
For the general hyperbolic surface X little has been proven towards Conjectures 4 and 5. However
for X(1) or more generally X(N ) there has been some decisive progress. We restrict our discussion
to X(1). In view of (30) we can simultaneously diagonalize 4 and the operators Tn , n ≥ 1.
Henceforth we assume that our φλ is also a Hecke eigenform:
Tn φλ = λφ (n) φλ .

(42)

Note that if Conjecture 3 is true then (42) is automatic. In any case it is the Maass-Hecke eigenform
that is of interest.
All these questions about the φλ ’s for X(1) make sense for the continuous spectrum as well.
Explicitly the Eisenstein series E(z, s) for X(1) is defined as
X

E(z, s) =

(y(γz))s

γ∈Γ∞\Γ(1)

for <(s) > 1 .

(43)

E(z, s) extends meromorphically to C and is analytic on <(s) = 12 . The continuous spectrum for
X(1) is furnished by the generalized eigenfunctions E(z, 12 + it), t ≥ 0.


1
4E z, + it
2
and of course



+



1
+ t2
4





1
E z, + it
2



= 0

(44)

E(γz, s) = E(z, s) for γ ∈ Γ(1) .
Concerning Conjecture 4 for the case p = ∞ a sub-convex (or sub-interpolation) bound for
X(1) is established in [I-S1]
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k φλ k∞  λ5/24 .

(45)

A similar bound for E(z, 21 + it) is also proven.
In [L-S1] and [Ja] Conjecture 5 is proven for the continuous spectrum of X(1). Precisely, let µt be
the corresponding measure (of infinite mass)


1
µt = |E z, + it
2



2

dA(z) .

(46)

Let νt be its micro-local lift to Γ(1)\G. Then for K1 and K2 (nice) compact subsets of Γ(1)\G we
have that

lim

t−→∞

Voldg (K1 )
νt (K2 )
=
.
νt (K2 )
Voldg (K2 )

(47)

For the measures νφ , Conjecture 5 has proven to be much more difficult to attack via the methods
of [L-S1]. In [R-S] it is shown that any quantum limit ν on Γ(1)\G cannot be supported on a finite
union of closed geodesics. In particular this strong form of scarring is not possible for X(1). In
[B-L] a significant extension of this is given. They show that if ν is a quantum limit then it must
have positive entropy for the geodesic flow Gt .
An identity is derived in [Wa] which allows one to unify and make explicit the relation between
triple products and special values of L-functions [H-K], [L-S1]. This allows one to convert some
of these questions concerning eigenfunctions to ones concerning the size of L-functions at special
points on their critical lines. The precise identity is as follows:
Let φ1 , φ2 , φ3 be three Maass (Hecke) eigenforms on X(1) normalized as before so that
k φj k2 = 1. Then [Wa];
216 ·

Z

2

φ1 (z) φ2 (z) φ3 (z) dA(z)
X(1)


π 4 · Λ 21 , φ1 × φ2 × φ3
=
Λ(1, sym2 φ1 ) Λ (1, sym2 φ2 ) Λ (1, sym2 φ3 )

(48)

Here Λ(s, φ1 × φ2 × φ3 ) is the (completed) degree 8 L-function associated with φ1 , φ2 , φ3 and s = 12
is its central value [Appendix 1]. Λ(s, sym2 φ) is the degree 3 L-function (Appendix 1) and s = 1
is at the edge of the critical strip.
Using (48) one can reformulate Conjecture 5 in terms of estimates for L-functions. For example
the Lindelof Hypothesis (see [I-S2] and Appendix 1), which is a consequence of the Generalized
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Riemann Hypothesis for these degree 8 L-functions, implies the following strong form of Conjecture
5: For a fixed f ∈ C0∞ (Γ(1)\G) and  > 0
|νφλ (f ) − f¯|  λ−1/4+ .

(49)

,f

In fact, a “sub-convex” (Appendix 1) estimate for these L-functions would already establish Conjecture 5. While there has been much progress on the general sub-convexity problem for L-functions,
the general case at hand remains out of reach at the present time. We also note that the Lindelof
Hypothesis for these degree 8 L-functions implies Conjecture 4 with p = 4.
Recently, there have been a series of breakthroughs which lead to the solution of parts of the
Conjectures 4 and 5. These results are still being written up so that they should be regarded with
appropriate caution until they have been independently confirmed.
Theorem 3 ([Sa-Wa], [Sp]):]
Fix  > 0, then
(a)
(b)

10

k φ λ k 4  λ .


For K ⊂ X(1)
Z

K



compact

1
E z, + it
2



4

dA(z)

!1/4

 (1 + |t|)

,K

Z

K



1
E z, + it
2



2

dA(z)

!1/2

.

These establish Conjecture 4 for X(1) for 2 < p ≤ 4, for both the discrete and continuous
spectrum. Combining these sharp Lp bounds with (45) and interpolating yields subconvex bounds
for all 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞. In Figure 6 the exponent δ(p) of λ in these bounds is graphed against 1/p. The
solid lines corresponds to the convex bound (39) and the dashed lines to the subconvex bounds. A
random wave model for the eigenfunctions of the quantization of a classically chaotic Hamiltonian
is put forth in [Be]. In [H-R] this is tested numerically for X(1) as far as the behavior of the
value distribution of φλ (z) and E(z, 21 + it) as the energy goes to infinity. In particular they find
a Gaussian behavior. Thus we expect that the odd moments of φλ and E to go to zero and the
even moments (at least in the form (b)) to remain bounded. For special φλ ’s (the dihedral ones)
on X(N ) one can prove this uniform boundedness of the L4 norms. Moreover, (48) applied to the
case φ1 = φ2 = φ3 = φλ together
Z with known sub-convexity bounds for degree 2 L-functions [Iw1]
show that the third moment

X(1)

10

φ3λ dA, goes to zero as λ −→ ∞ [Wa].

At present the proof of (a) which is involved uses Conjecture 2 and (32) freely. We expect in the end to get
around this.
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Figure 6.

Theorem 4 [Li1]:
Let ν be a quantum limit for the φλ ’s on Γ(1)\G, then ν = c.dg with 0 ≤ c ≤ 1.
This essentially establishes Conjecture 5 for X(1). The only missing point is that c may be less
than 1 if for example the mass of the νφ ’s escape into the cusp of X(1) as λ −→ ∞. In the case
of a compact arithmetic quotient XΓ of H (and φλ an eigenfunction of the corresponding Hecke
operators) the last difficulty does not arise and Conjecture 5 is completely established for X Γ [Li1].
Finally, for X(1) one can determine the main term for the asymptotics in the quantum ergodicity sums (introduced in [Ze]) of equation (41).
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Theorem 5 [L - S2]:
There is quadratic form B(f ) on C0∞ (Γ(1)\H) such that
(a)

X

λj ≤λ

√ 
√
|µφj (f ) − f¯|2 = B(f ) λ + o
λ

as λ −→ ∞.

(b) The polarization of B satisfies
B(f1 , 4f2 ) = B(4f1 , f2 )
(c) Defining the operator A by
hAf1 , f2 i = B(f1 , f2 ) .
A extends to a non-negative self-adjoint operator which commutes with 4 and is diagonalized
by the E(z, 21 + it) and φλ ’s. Moreover, the eigenvalue of A corresponding to φλ is essentially
L( 12 , φλ ), where L(s, φ) is the standard L-function associated with φ (Appendix 1).
Thus the form B provides a non-negative self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space whose eigenvalues are special values of a family of L-functions! In particular, L( 12 , φ) ≥ 0 a fact that was
known by other means, (see [L-R] for the most general such non-negativity result). Since it is
known that many of the values L( 21 , φ) are non-zero it follows that for most f , B(f ) > 0. In
particular, this shows that the decay rate for Conjecture 1 predicted by the Lindelof Hypothesis
in (49) is sharp (at least up to the exponent ). In Appendix 5 we give a comparison of (a) with
the variation of f along the geodesic flow. The discrepancy
between the classical and quantum

1
fluctuations is given by the arithmetic factor L 2 , φ !

We make some brief comments about the methods used to prove these recent results. Theorem
3 is approached by using Parseval’s identity to express k φλ k44 as follows:
k φλ k44 =

X
j

hφ2λ , φj i

2

+ similar term from continuous spectrum .

(50)

Now apply (48) to the terms hφ2λ , φj i which converts the j sum to a sum of degree 8 L-functions.
The recent advances in the theory of families of L-functions (see [I-S2]) and especially the methods
for averaging over such families using various trace formulae can be applied. However being of
degree 8, there are a number of new difficulties that need to be overcome. One useful technical
device that we mention and which is used, is the recent GL(3) Voronoi Summation Formula [M-S].
In any case, suffice it to say that the key techniques used to prove Theorems 3 and 5 are those
from the theory of L-functions.
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The approach in [Li1] to Theorem 4 is very different. We know that ν is Gt invariant but that
this is far from sufficient to identify ν. The idea is to try use that the φλ ’s are also eigenfunctions
of the Hecke operators Tp . Rather than describe the case of X(1) consider a higher dimensional
√
case which is conceptually simpler. Let Γ ≤ G × G be an irreducible lattice such as SL(2, Z[ 2])
embedded diagonally in G × G via γ −→ (γ, γ 0 ), γ 0 being the Galois conjugate of γ. There is a
similar theory of Maass cusp forms φλ1 ,λ2 (z1 , z2 ) on the Hilbert modular manifold X = Γ\H × H.
Such a form is an eigenfunction of 4zj with eigenvalue λj , j = 1, 2. The Laplacian on X is
4z1 + 4z2 . One can construct a micro-local lift νφ on Γ\G × G, of |φ(z1 , z2 )|2 dv(z1 , z2 ), see [Li2].
Being an eigenfunction of both 4z , and 4z2 (which commute) one can show that a quantum limit,
that is a weak limit of the νφ ’s, is invariant under the two parameter Cartan action on Γ\G × G;
Γg −→ Γg



et1 /2 0
0
e−t1 /2

  t /2

e2
0
,
.
0
e−t2 /2

(51)

Unlike the case of the geodesic flow Gt there are much fewer measures invariant under such two
(or higher parameter) actions. This is the so-called measure rigidity phenomenon that has seen
many advances recently[Ru], [Ka-Sp], [E-K]. The flow (51) does not fall into the setting of these
works and in [Li1] a substitute theory is developed. One point worth noting is that progress on
these measure rigidity questions has only been possible assuming that such an ergodic invariant
measure has positive entropy. As mentioned earlier for X(1) any quantum limit has been shown
to have positive entropy.
It is interesting that the problems discussed in these notes can be approached by such different
points of view. Moreover, having recast the problem in different terms (for example the Hilbert
problem on page 11 as a sub-convexity problem for automorphic L-functions see [I-S2], or Conjecture 5 as a measure rigidity problem) one finds that solution demands a significant advance in the
corresponding theory. Thus both sides are enriched.
To end, we point the reader to books [Ve], [He2] and [Iw2] which treat the basic material
concerning hyperbolic surfaces, the trace formula and Eisenstein series. Also, the books [Lan1]
and [Bor] give introductions to the approach via representation theory of SL(2, R) and [L-P], via
scattering theory for the corresponding wave equation. An earlier review article of some of the
material discussed in the lectures can be found in [Sa4].
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Appendices

These appendices are meant to give brief descriptions and definitions of various objects that
were mentioned in the text. Detailed treatments can be found in the references.
Appendix 1:

L-Functions

The analytic continuation and functional equation for the Riemann Zeta Function was mentioned in (3) and (4). The key tool used there, that is Poisson Summation, can also be used
to analytically continue Dirichlet’s L functions L(s, χ) and their generalizations to number fields
Hecke’s L-functions, L(s, λ). A Dirichlet character χ is a function from Z into C which is periodic
of (minimal) period q ≥ 1 and which satisfies χ(mn) = χ(m)χ(n), χ(1) = 1 and χ(m) = 0 if
(m, q) > 1. The corresponding L-function is defined to be

L(s, χ) =

∞
X
n=1

χ(n)n−s = Π (1 − χ(p)p−s )−1 .
p

(1)

The completed L-function Λ(s, χ) is defined by:

Λ(s, χ) = π
where aχ =

1−χ(−1)
.
2

−(s+aχ )/2

Γ



s + aχ
2



L(s, χ),

(2)

Λ(s, χ) is entire (if χ 6= 1) and satisfies the functional equation [Da]
Λ(s, χ) =

τ (χ)
ia(χ) q 1/2

1

q 2 −s Λ(1 − s, χ̄)

(3)

where τ (χ) is the Gauss sum. q is called the conductor of χ.
The Hecke L-functions are defined in a similar way [Hec1];
L(s, λ) =

X

A6=0

λ(A)N (A)−s = Π (1 − λ(P )N (P )−s)−1
P

(4)

where λ is a suitable character on the ideals of a number field K, A ranges over the non-zero
integral ideals,
√ P over the prime
√ ideals and N (A) is the norm of A. For us an interesting example
is K =√ Q( 2) = {α = a + b 2 |a, b ∈ Q}. The ring of integers√of K, OK is simply equal to
{a + b 2 |a, b ∈ Z}. The units in Ok are generated by 0 = 1 + 2. For α ∈ K let α0 denote
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its Galois conjugate. OK happens to have class number one, that is every ideal is principal. For
0 6= m ∈ Z set
α
α0

λm (α) =

iπm
log 0

(5)

Clearly, λm (α) = λm (α) for any unit . So λ is a character on the ideals of OK . It is an example
of a “Grössencharakter” of Hecke in that the values assumed by λ as α varies are dense in the
circle. Maass [Mas] showed how these may be used to construct Maass forms. If
φm (z) =

X

λm (A)y 1/2 Kitm (2πN (A)y) cos(2πN (A)x)

(6)

A6=0
πm
with tm = log
, then φm satisfied (13) for γ ∈ Γ(4) and with eigenvalue λm = 41 +t2m . In particular,
0
X(4) has this explicit subsequence of eigenvalues (no explicit eigenvalues are known or expected
for X(1)).

The Dirichlet L-functions are Euler products of degree 1 (over Q) while the Hecke L-functions
L(s, λ) are Euler products of degree 1 over K. Euler products of higher degree are constructed
from modular forms, with modularity replacing Poisson Summation in the proof of the analytic
continuation. To illustrate this, let φ be a Maass-Hecke eigenform as described in (30) and (13),
for X(1). That is, φ ∈ L2cusp (X(1)) and
4φ +

1
4



+ t2φ φ = 0

Tn φ = λφ (n) φ

(7)



(note we changed to a more convenient parameter tφ where λφ = 41 +t2φ ). The (standard) L-function
associated to φ is denoted by L(s, φ) and is defined for <(s) large by
L(s, φ) =

∞
X
n=1

λφ (n)n−s = Π (1 − λφ (p)p−s + p−2s )−1 .
p

(8)

The sum to product formula follows from a similar relation that is satisfied by the Tn ’s [Hec2]. It
(2)
(1)
is convenient to introduce the roots αφ (p) and αφ (p) which are determined by
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

αφ (p) αφ (p) = 1, αφ (p) + αφ (p) = λφ (p) .

(9)
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Thus (8) is the degree 2 Euler product
h
i−1
(1)
(2)
L(s, φ) = Π (1 − αφ (p) p−s ) (1 − αφ p−s )

(10)

p

The modularity of φ(z) is equivalent to L(s, φ) extending to an entire function and satisfying the
functional equation
Λ(s, φ) := π −s Γ
=



s+itφ
2



Γ



s−itφ
2



L(s, φ)
(11)

Λ(1 − s, φ)

(we have assumed here that φ is unramified at ∞ that is that φ is even with respect to the isometry
of X(1), z −→ −z̄).
Thus these Maass forms give Euler products of degree 2 over Q. Note that L(s, φm ) = L(s, λm )
in (4) (5) and (6) above, that is, the degree 1 Euler product over the quadratic extension K of Q is
a degree 2 Euler product over Q and corresponds to a modular form. In general, any automorphic
form π on GL2 (AK ) gives an Euler product of degree 2 over K which has an analytic continuation
and functional equation relating s to 1 − s and π to its contragredient π̃ ([Go-Ja]). More generally,
if π is automorphic and cuspidal on GLn (AK ) its standard L-function L(s, π) is of degree n and
is entire [Go-Ja]. In fact, one of the main interests in these automorphic cusp forms π is that it is
believed that all L-functions (for example Hasse-Weil L-functions, Artin L-functions . . .) can be
expressed as finite products and quotients of such standard L-functions.
Next we discuss the formation of tensor power L-functions from these π’s. For these much less
is known. We restrict to the φ’s in (7). Let φ1 , . . . φ` be ` such Maass forms. Define the degree 2`
tensor power function, L(s, φ1 × φ2 × · · · φ` ) by
L(s, φ1 × φ2 × · · · φ` ) = Π Lp (s, φ1 × φ2 · · · × φ` )

(12)

p

where
Lp (s, φ1 × · · · × φ` ) =

Y

j ∈{1,2}
j=1,··· ,`



( )

( )

( )

1 − αφ11 (p) αφ22 (p) · · · αφ`` (p) p−s

−1

(13)
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The completed L-function Λ(s, φ1 × φ2 · · · × φ` ) is defined as usual by tacking on the corresponding
product of 2` Gamma factors as in (11). It is believed that these Λ(s, φ1 × φ2 · · ·× φ` ) have analytic
continuations (except for possible poles at s = 0 and 1) and functional equations. This is known
to be valid for ` = 2 and 3. The case ` = 2 is known as the Rankin-Selberg L-function and its
value for s on the critical line (that is <(s) = 21 ) arose in (27) (though in (27) one of the forms
is holomorphic rather than a Maass form but the theory is the same). The analytic continuation
and functional equation for ` = 3 is due to [Ga] and [PS-R]. The special value at s = 21 of these
L-functions is at the heart of the identity (48).
If φ1 = φ2 = · · · = φ` one is led to form the symmetric tensor power L-functions. Define the
degree ` + 1, L-function L(s, φ, sym` ), as follows:
L(s, φ, sym` ) = Π Lp (s, φ, sym` )
p

(14)

where
(1)

(2)

Lp (s, φ, sym` ) = Π`k=0 (1 − (αφ (p))j (αφ (p))`−j p−s )−1 .

(15)

As before, one forms the corresponding completed function, Λ(s, φ, sym` ). Again, it is conjectured
that these have analytic continuations and functional equations. The meromorphic continuation
and functional equation is known for these for ` ≤ 9 [Sh]. The recent developments [K] and [K-S]
mentioned in Sections 1 and 2, establish that Λ(s, φ, sym` ) is entire (except perhaps for poles at
s = 0 and 1) for ` = 3 and 4 (the case ` = 2 is due to [Shi].) Moreover, they show in these
cases that there is an automorphic form π` on GL`+1 (A ) whose L-function, L(s, π` ) is equal to
L(s, π, sym` ). This correspondence (π, sym` ) −→ π` is the sym` : GL(2) −→ GL(` + 1) functorial
lift. It is a special, but quite striking and useful instance of the general functoriality conjecture
[La2].


It is the analytic properties of the L-functions such as their size on <(s) = 21 that is of most
use to us. In this connection the Grand Riemann Hypothesis GRH, is decisive. It asserts that
the zeroes of any of the functions Λ(s, π) mentioned above (here we are thinking of π being an
automorphic form on GLn ) are on the line <(s) = 12 . A particular consequence of GRH is the
Grand Lindelöf Hypothesis GLH, which asserts that for π of fixed degree n say and  > 0

L



1
+ it, π
2



 (C(π, t)) ,
,n

(16)

where C(π, t) is the “analytic conductor” defined in [I-S]. For example, for our Maass forms φ on
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X(1) with eigenvalue λφ = 14 + t2φ , C(φ, 0) = λφ . For a Dirichlet L-function L(s, χ), C(χ, t) = (|t| +
1)(q+1) while for the L-functions L(s, φλ ×φλ ×φ) with φ fixed and λ −→ ∞, C(φλ ×φλ ×φ, 0) = λ2φ .
If the Ramanujan Conjectures (32) and their generalizations are true then for δ > 0, L(s, π)
uniformly bounded for <(s) ≥ 1 + δ. This will not continue to hold even on <(s) = 1, however
the GLH asserts that it is almost true up to <(s) = 21 . That is, all L-functions are bounded by an
arbitrary small power of their conductor in <(s) ≥ 21 . It is this technical looking feature that is
very useful in the study of the eigenfunctions. In general, the only bound we have is the convexity
bound (see [Har])

L



1
+ it, π
2



1

 [C(π, t)] 4 + .


(17)

A number of the problems discussed in these notes are resolved by establishing subconvex estimates
for a suitable family of π’s. That is, a δ > 0 is produced so that

L



1
,π
2



1

 (C(π, 0)) 4 −δ ,

(18)

for π in the family. See [F], [I-S2] for recent reviews.
Appendix 2:

Frobenius Automorphisms

We review the definition of the Frobenius element. Details can be found in standard books
on algebraic number theory, for example [Lan2] and [C-F]. Let K be a finite Galois extension of
Q and G the corresponding Galois group. The ring of integers of K denoted OK , is a Dedekind
domain. Let p be a rational prime. The principal ideal (p) factors into a product of prime ideals
(p) = (ß1 ß2 . . . ßr )e . The integer e is the ramification index of p and is equal to 1 for all primes
p not dividing the discriminant of K. We restrict attention to such unramified primes. If ß|p
and σ ∈ G then σ(ß)|p and in fact G acts transitively on the primes ß dividing p. For such ß
the decomposition group Gß is the corresponding stabilizer of ß, that is {σ ∈ G|σ(ß) = ß}. The
different decomposition groups for ß|p are conjugate in G. Now Gß acts in the obvious way as
automorphisms of the finite field OK /ß all of which fix the subfield Z/pZ. Denote the degree of
the field extension (OK /ß)/(Z/pZ) by f . Since we are assuming that e = 1, f r = deg(K/Q) = n.
Also, since e = 1, Gß is isomorphic to Gal((OK /ß)/(Z/pZ)). By the theory of finite fields the
latter is cyclic of order f and is generated by the Frobenius automorphism x −→ xp . We call
the corresponding element of Gß , Frobß . It satisfies the relation Frobß (α) ≡ αp mod ß, for all
α ∈ OK . The different elements Frobß ∈ G for ß|p are conjugate in G. In this way we obtain
for each unramified prime p a conjugacy class Frobp in G. If p is ramified in K we can still
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define Frobenuis elements Frobß in Gß but they are only determined up to the subgroup of inertia;
ker : Gß −→ Gal((OK /ß)/(Z/pZ)).
Frobp tells us how (p) factors in OK . For example, if Frobp = {1} in G then (p) = ß1 ß2 . . . ßn
and OK /ßj ∼
= Z/pZ, that is p splits completely. If K is the splitting field of f (x) ∈ Z[x] then in
this case f splits into linear factors over Z/pZ.
Using Brauer’s theorem on characters of finite groups [Br] together with class field theory
one can show (Artin) that the Artin L-function defined in (14) can be expressed as a ratio of
products of the Hecke L-functions L(s, λ), for suitable finite order characters λ on suitable field
extensions. In particular, this yields the meromorphicity and exact functional equation for L(s, ρ)
after completing it with an appropriate archimedian factor. The possible archimedian factors in
this 2-dimensional case are (2π)−s Γ(s), (π −s/2 Γ(s/2))2 or (π −(s+1)/2 Γ( s+1
))2 . In the first case ρ is
2
called odd while in the second and third cases it is called even. The cases odd or even can be
characterized by whether det ρ(c) is −1 or 1 where c is a complex conjugation in Gal(Q/Q). It
is the even ρ which give rise to Maass forms with eigenvalue 14 . The fully unramified archimedian
factor is the second case above and it corresponds to a cosine series in (15). The integer appearing
in the functional equation of L(s, ρ) (in the same way as q appears in (3) of Appendix 1 for L(s, χ))
is called the conductor of ρ and it can be computed in terms of local ramification [C-F].
Appendix 3:

Trace Formula

The trace formula for X(1) reads as follows [Sel2]. Let g ∈ C0∞ (R) be an even smooth function
of compact support and let h(ξ) = ĝ(ξ/2π). Note that h is an entire function.

X
tφ

1
h(tφ ) −
2π

Z

∞
−∞

h(t)

φ0Γ(1)
φΓ(1)



1
+ it
2



dt

Z
Z
Area(X(1)) ∞
1 ∞
Γ0
=
tan h(πt) th(t)dt −
h(t) (1 + it) dt
2π
π −∞
Γ
−∞
− 2 log 2g(0) + h(0)
Z ∞
πν
X X
2
h(r)e− m r
+
dr
−2πr
m sin πν
−∞ 1 + e
m
1≤ν≤m−1
{R}

+2

∞
XX
{P } k=1

log N (P )
g(k log N (P ))
− N (P )−k/2

N (P )k/2

(1)

The tφ ’s run through the discrete spectrum of X(1) (λφ = 41 + t2φ ). The continuous spectrum
contribution is through the winding number integral involving φΓ(1) (s) which is given explicitly in
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(24). The sum {P } is over primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes of Γ(1). γ ∈ Γ is primitive if
γ 6= γ1ν for any γ1 ∈ Γ and |ν| ≥ 2. γ is hyperbolic
> 2. A
 hyperbolic γ ∈ SL(2, R)
 if |trace(γ)|
1/2
(N (γ))
0
with N (γ) > 1. γ fixes a
can be conjugated (in SL(2, R)) into the form ±
0
N (γ)−1/2
unique geodesic ` in H and ` modulo γ has length log N (γ). In this way the set {P } corresponds
to the set of primitive closed geodesic on X(1). The sum {R} is over elliptic conjugacy classes of
which there are two, one of order m = 2 (in P SL(2, Z)) and the other of order m = 3.
The left-hand side of (1) is the spectral side of the trace formula being a sum over the discrete
and continuous spectrum. The right-hand side being over the closed geodesics is called the geometric side (or the orbital integral side since in the derivation of the formula these terms arise as orbital
integrals). The geometric side which in the most general setting [A] can be very complicated is
nevertheless quite explicit. For the case at hand, the lengths of the primitive closed geodesics are
precisely the numbers
2 log d , where 0 < d ≡ 0 or 1 mod (4) is square-free and d is the funda√
t0 + du0
mental solution
to the Pell equation t2 − du2 = 4, with multiplicity the class number h(d)
2
of integral binary quadratic forms of discriminant d. The fact that the geometric side is explicit is
at the heart of many modern applications of the general trace formula. One strategy being that
one computes explicitly the geometric sides for quotients Γ\G and Γ0 \G0 of different (adele) groups
G and G0 . In some special but striking cases one can match the corresponding geometric sides.
This leads to correspondences between the spectral sides which then typically establishes a form
of a functorial correspondence [La4]. The cyclic base change theorem for GL2 mentioned in the
introduction is proved this way using a Galois twisted version of the trace formula.

Returning to the case of X(1), we apply (1) with hT (t) = H Tt for a fixed H and let T −→ ∞.
For T large enough the contribution to the hyperbolic conjugacy classes is zero and hence for any
such H we have

X

H

φ




  0

φΓ(1) 1
t
+ it dt
H
T φΓ(1) 2
−∞
 
Z
Area(X(1)) ∞
t
∼
H
tan h(πt) tdt
2π
T
−∞

tφ
T



1
−
2π

Z

∞

By an approximation argument this leads to
X

|tφ |≤T

1
1−
2π

Z

T
−T

φ0Γ(1)
φΓ(1)



1
+ it
2



dt ∼

Area(X(1)) 2
T .
2π

(2)
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In view of the expression of φΓ(1) (s) in terms of Λ(s) (24) and in particular the fact that Λ(s) is
an entire function of order 1, one concludes that for X(1)
X

|tφ |≤T

Area(X(1)) 2
T as T −→ ∞ .
2π

1 ∼

(3)

This proves (25), that is that X(1) is essentially cuspidal.
Appendix 4:

Microlocal lifts

We give the construction for a general compact Riemannian manifold X. Let 4 be the Laplacian on functions on X and φλ a normalized eigenfunction.
4φλ + λφλ = 0
Z

X






(1)


(φλ (x))2 dv(x) = 1


The probability measure µφ on X corresponding to the state φ is given by dµφ = φ2 (x)dv(x).
We want to define a microlocal lift νφ of µφ to the unit cosphere bundle S ∗ X. To do so let
a(x, ξ) ∈ C ∞ (S ∗ X) which we can think of as a symbol homogeneous of degree 0 in ξ, on the
cotangent bundle T ∗ X. Let A be a zeroth order pseudo differential operator with principal symbol
σA = a(x, ξ). Using a Frederichs symmetrization one can adjust A by a lower order operator to get a
zeroth order pseudo differential operator Op(a), with principal symbol a, such that hOp(a)ψ, ψi ≥ 0
whenever a ≥ 0 and ψ ∈ C ∞ (X) [Ze]. In this way the Wigner distribution on C ∞ (S ∗ X) defined
by
a −→ hOp(a)φλ , φλ i

(2)

is positive and hence defines a positive measure on S ∗ X. We denote it by νφλ . If a(x, ξ) = a(x)
then

νφλ (a) =

Z

X

a(x) dµφλ + o(1) as λ −→ ∞ .

(3)

Hence, for the purposes of studying the large λ limits of µφλ we see that νφλ projects asymptotically
to µφλ . We call νφλ a microlocal lift of µφλ to S ∗ X. In the case that we are discussing in these
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notes, that is X = Γ\H and S ∗ X = Γ\P SL(2, R), one can give a canonical definition of this
microlocal lift [Ze].
Fix t ∈ R, then we have
νφλ (a) := hOp(a)φλ , φλ i = he−i

√
4t

Op(a)ei

√
4t

φλ , φλ i .

(4)

By the propagation of singularities theorem for the wave equation[Eg] we have that the last inner
product equals
hOp(ao Gt ) φλ , φλ i + o(1) as λ −→ ∞ .

(5)

Here Gt is the geodesic flow on S ∗ X which is the bicharacteristic flow for the wave equation. Hence
νφλ (a) = νφλ (ao Gt ) + o(1) as λ −→ ∞ .

(6)

It follows that if ν is a quantum limit on S ∗ X, that is to say a weak limit of the νφλ ’s, then ν is
Gt invariant.
Appendix 5:

Quantum versus classical fluctuations

This appendix is an outgrowth of discussions with Z. Rudnick who pointed me to the physics
literature and in particular to references [F-P] and [E-F-K-A-M-M]. In these, it is suggested and
partially confirmed with some numerical experimentations, that for strongly chaotic Hamiltonians
the variance of the quantum observables hOp(a)φλ , φλ i should be the same as the variance of a
along a typical orbit of the classical flow. For our case of X = Γ\G/K,
G = SL(2, R), K = SO(2)
Z
and S ∗ X = Γ\G this classical variance is (we assume that ā =

a(g)dg = 0)

Γ\G

V (T, a) =

Z

Γ\G

As T −→ ∞ we have V (T, a) ∼ V (a)T , where
Z ∞Z
V (a) =
−∞

Z

Γ\G

T

2

a(gGt ) dt dg .

(1)

a(gGt ) a(g)dg dt.

(2)

0
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The geodesic flow on such a hyperbolic surface is rapidly mixing and hence the t-integral in (2)
converges absolutely. We may polarize the form V to get a bilinear form on smooth functions of
mean zero on Γ\G;
Z
V (a, b) =

∞

−∞

hU (t)a, bi dt

(3)

where U (t)a(g) = a(gGt ) and h , i is the inner-product on L2 (Γ\G). Clearly V satisfies
(i) V (a, a) ≥ 0,
(ii) V (U (t1 )a, U (t2 )b) = V (a, b),
(iii) V (Da, b) = V (a, Db).
Here D is the Casimir element in the center of enveloping algebra of Lie(G). In particular V
is diagonalized by the decomposition of L2 (Γ\G) into irreducibles under the right regular representation of G. In this notation the “conjectured” leading term in (41), that is for the quantum
variance is:

X

λj ≤λ

hOp(a)φλj , φλj i

2

√
∼ V (a) λ as λ −→ ∞

Certainly (4) does not hold in general. For example, if X
a geodesic (such as X(1) which has the symmetry z −→ −z̄
tions φλ can be chosen to be even or odd with respect to this
so
Z if ψ is a function on X which is odd with respect to this
X

[F − P].

(4)

has a reflection symmetry about
in Figure 2) then the eigenfuncsymmetry. Hence φ2λ is even and
symmetry then hOp(ψ)φλ , φλ i =

ψ(z)φ2λ (z)dA(z) = 0. On the other hand, for such a ψ, V (ψ) 6= 0 so that (4) cannot hold.

We compare the quantum variance
√ derived in Theorem 5 when X = X(1), with the suggestion
(4). Firstly, the order of magnitude λ is indeed correct. Secondly, for a = ψ a function on X(1),
both of the quadratic forms V (ψ) and B(ψ) are diagonalized by the Maass-Hecke eigenfunctions
φλ themselves! It therefore suffices to compare V and B on such an L2 -normalized φλ . In this case
the function hφλ , U (g)φλ i on G is a spherical function (that is a K-biinvariant eigenfunction of D)
and it has value 1 at g = e. As such it is uniquely determined by the eigenvalue λφ = 14 + t2φ . One
can then calculate

4
itφ
1

 t/2
Z ∞
Γ
−
4
2
e
0
V (φλ ) =
φλ i dt =
hφλ , U
(5)
2.
−t/2
0
e
−∞
4π Γ 12 − itφ
With this evaluation one finds that the more detailed version of Theorem 5(c) reads:


1
, φλ V (φλ ) .
B(φλ ) = L
2

(6)
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Thus by inserting the arithmetical factor L 12 , φ as a correction to the classical variance we obtain
the correct quantum variance! Note that if φ is odd
 with respect to the symmetry z −→ −z̄ then
1
Λ(s, φ) is odd under s −→ 1 − s, so that L 2 , φ = 0 and hence B(φ) = 0, as it must be. The
pleasing relation (6) between the quantum and classical variances when X is arithmetic, suggest
that perhaps (4) is true for the generic hyperbolic surface in Teichmuller space. It would be
interesting to check this numerically.
The same physics papers above go on to conjecture that after normalization by the variance
the observables hOp(a)φλ , φλ i becomes Gaussian as λ −→ ∞ (the numerics for this are quite
convincing). For the classical motion such a central limit theorem is valid [Ra]. However, for
X(1) such a Gaussian behavior for the quantum observables is unlikely to be true. At least such a
behavior would violate certain conjectures. Consider again the case that
 Op(a) is a multiplication
1
operator by a fixed even Hecke-Maass form φ on X(1), for which L 2 , φ 6= 0 (which is expected to
be the case for all such φ). Then according
to (48) the distribution question is essentially one about

the distribution of L 21 , sym2 φλ × φ as λ −→ ∞. Now the set of L-functions L(s, sym2 φλ × φ),
λj ≤ λ is a family of L-functions in the sense of [Ka-Sa]. It has a SO(even) symmetry (one
can check this by examining the 1-level density of low-lying zeros which follow WSO(even) density
[Ka-Sa], at least for a restricted set of test functions). Now if we invoke the Conjectures [KeSn] concerning the moments of the
special value at s = 21 for this family, then we conclude that


distribution of L 21 , sym2 φλ × φ cannot be Gaussian. The point is that L 12 , sym2 φλ × φ is
large too often rendering the
 moments to be infinite. On the other hand, by analogy with the
distribution of log ζ 21 + it as t −→ ∞ [Sel3] and random matrix considerations [Ke-Sn] for this
family one might expect that for X(1)

log |hφ2λ , φi| λ1/4
(log log λ)1/2
becomes Gaussian about a drifting mean as λ −→ ∞.
Appendix 6:

Cancellation in shifted sums

We describe the connection between the sums (21) and the spectrumof X(N
 ). Fordefiniteness 
a b
we consider the congruence surfaces X0 (N ) = Γ0 (N )\H where Γ0 (N ) = γ =
∈ Γ(1) : N |c .
c d
 


1 m
For this group the subgroup stabilizing ∞ is Γ∞ = ±
|m ∈ Z . Let f be a fixed holo0 1
morphic cusp form of even integral weight k for Γ0 (N ). The definition of such forms being as in
(26) except that the weight 4 is allowed to be any positive even integer k and Γ(N ) is replaced by
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Γ0 (N ). We may expand f in a Fourier series
f (z) =

∞
X

af (n)e(nz) .

(1)

λf (n) := af (n)n(1−k)/2 .

(2)

n=1

Let
With this normalization the classical Ramanujan Conjecture (which is equivalent to the bound
(33) for the Hecke operators in this setting) which was proved in [De], asserts that for any  > 0
λf (n) = O (n ) .

(3)

Fix ν1 , ν2 , h positive integers and set
Df (s, ν1 , ν2 , h) =

√

mnν1 ν2 k−1
(mν1 + nν2 )−s
λf (m)λf (n)
mν
+
nν
1
2
n=h

X

ν1 m−ν2

(4)

In view of (3) this converges absolutely for <(s) > 1. In order to investigate the analytic properties
of D(s) define the Poincare series Uh (z, s) as follows
X
Uh (z, s) =
y(γz)s e(−hx(γz)) .
(5)
γ∈Γ∞ \Γ0 (ν1 ν2 N )

The series (5) converges absolutely for <(s) > 1 and since y s e(−hx) is invariant under Γ∞ it
follows that Uh (γz, s) = Uh (z, s) for γ ∈ Γ0 (N ν1 ν2 ). Moreover, a direct calculation shows that
4 (y se(−hx)) + s(1 − s) (y se(−hx)) = −4π 2 h2 y s+2 e(−hx) .

(6)

4Uh (z, s) + s(1 − s) Uh (z, s) = −4π 2 h2 Uh (z, s + 2) .

(7)

Hence
Inverting this relation using the resolvent gives
Uh (z, s) = (4 + s(1 − s))−1 Uh (z, s + 2)

(8)

(There is a technical issue that Uh (·, s) is not in L2 (X0 (N ν1 ν2 )) but this difficulty can easily be
overcome in what follows). From (8) we see that since the series Uh (z, s + 2) is holomorphic in
<(s) > 0, Uh (z, s) is meromorphic in <(s) > 21 with possible poles at s(1 − s) = λφ where λφ
is an eigenvalue of 4 on X0 (ν1 ν2 N ). For <(s) > 21 only eigenvalues λφ < 14 are relevant. The
eigenvalue λφ = 0 does not contribute a pole since hUh (z, s), 1)i = 0 (at least formally). Thus
the main conjecture about the low energy spectrum, that is Conjecture 2 implies that Uh (z, s) is
.
analytic in <(s) > 21 . Theorem 2 ensures that in any case Uh (z, s) is analytic in <(s) > 39
64
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To connect this with Df (s) let V (z) = f (ν1 z)f (ν2 z)y k . V is Γ0 (N ν1 ν2 ) invariant and is rapidly
decreasing as z approaches the cusps of X0 (ν1 ν2 N ). Consider
Z
I = hUh , V i =
Uh (z, s) V (z)dA(z) .
(9)
X0 (N ν1 ν2 )

Unfolding this integral according to the definition of Uh and the invariance of V yields
Z ∞Z 1
dxdy
I =
V (z)y s e(−hx) 2 .
y
0
0

(10)

Now do the x-integral first and use (1) and then do the y-integral to get
I = (2π)−(s+k−1) Γ(s + k − 1) (ν1 ν2 )
That is

1−k
2

(2π)s+k−1 (ν1 ν2 )
Df (s, ν1 , ν2 , h) =
Γ(s + k − 1)

Df (s, ν1 , ν2 , h) .

k−1
2

hUh (·, s), V i .

(11)

(12)

From this and the previous discussion we may deduce that Df (s) is meromorphic in <(s) > 12 and
if Conjecture 2 is true that Df (s) is analytic in <(s) > 12 . With quite a bit more effort [Sa5] one
can establish polynomial bounds for the growth of Df (s) in <(s) > 21 when |=(s)| −→ ∞. With
this one can use Mellin inversion and standard contour shifts to deduce the cancellations claimed
in (21), see [Sa5].
Appendix 7:

Numerical Methods

The first attempts at the numerical computation of the spectrum of X(1) were carried out in
[C]. Their method yields the first few odd eigenfunctions but it was not successful in picking up the
elusive even eigenfunctions. There followed computations by others and in one such computation
the zeros of the Riemann Zeta Function appeared among the number 21 + itφ (where as usual
λφ = 41 + t2φ )! Eventually the reason for this was discovered in [He2]. The numerical method
was faulty in that it allowed the eigenfunctions to have logarithmic singularities. These fake
eigenfunctions were the ones that gave rise to eigenvalues which correspond to the zeros of ζ(s).
The method developed in [He1] to compute the spectrum is known as “collocation.” The
eigenfunctions φ (cusp forms) in question have Fourier developments as in (18)

+

φ (z) =

∞
X

ρφ (n)y 1/2 Kitφ (2πny) cos(2πnx) ,

n=1

φ− (z) =

∞
X
n=1

(1)
ρφ (n)y 1/2 Kitφ (2πny) sin(2πnx) .
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Here φ+ (z) is even and φ− (z) is odd. The numbers tφ and ρφ (n) are what we want to compute.
Note that the Bessel function Kitφ (y) is exponentially decreasing for y  |tφ |, so that the series
√
(1) is approximated to an accuracy of O(e−2πM ) for y ≥ 23 , when truncating the series at n ≤ M
(here we are thinking of tφ being of moderate size). What is lacking to ensure that φ(z) is a cusp
form is the relation φ(−1/z) = φ(z).
The first method which is good to get eigenvalues of X(1) with λφ ≤ 250000 is as follows.
Truncate (1) at n ≤ M and choose points z1 , . . . , zM ∈ H which are evenly distributed in F (1).
The equations for the truncated series φ(M ) (z);
φ(M ) (zj ) = φM ) (−1/zj )

(2)

yield a homogeneous linear system of M equations with M unknowns. They are of the form
M
X

ρ(n) In (zj , t) = 0

(3)

n=1

where
In (z, t) =
and z ∗ = −1/z.

√

y ∗ Kit (2πny ∗ ) cos(2πnx∗ ) −

√
y Kit (2πny) cos(2πnx)

(4)

One way to proceed at this point is to seek solutions t ≤ T of
det(In (zj , t)) n = 1, . . . M = 0 .
j = 1, . . . M

(5)

However, it is more expedient to choose a second set of points w2 , . . . , wM and to solve the linear
equations (by ellimination and setting ρ(1) = 1)

M
X


ρ(z) (n) In (zj , t) 
−I1 (zj , t) =




n=2
(6)

M

X



−I1 (wj , t) =
ρ(w) (n)In (wj , t) 

n=2

for j = 2, . . . M .

For a genuine eigenvalue t = tφ we will have
ρ(z) (n) = ρ(w) (n), n = 2, . . . M .

(7)
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So one determines the t’s for which (7) is valid (actually one minimizes a related functional). This
works well for T ≈ 500. For larger T the system of linear equations becomes ill conditioned.
In order to deal with larger values of t, a somewhat different approach (inspired by [Sta]) is
taken. The series (1) is truncated at say M ≈ 5T (with t ≈ T ) and yields a good approximation
of φ for z ∈ F (1). On other hand, for y small
Z 1
1/2
ρ(n)y Kit (2πny) =
φ+ (x + iy) cos(2πnx) dx .
(8)
0

Replacing the integral by a sum (with Q large), we have




Q
X
2πn
j
1
+
1/2
+ iy cos
φ
.
ρ(n)y Kit (2πny) ∼
=
Q j=1
Q
Q

(9)

By transforming the points Qj + iy into F (1) we can evaluate the right hand side of (9) with our M
term truncation. This yields (for a given y) a system of linear equations for ρ(n), n ≤ M (and once
these are determined many more coefficients can be computed from (8)). Proceeding as before
with this linear system, set ρ(1) = 1 and solve for the coefficients with y and y 0 . Then choose the
0
t’s so as to minimize |ρ(y) (n) − ρ(y ) (n)|. These linear equations turn out to be well conditioned for
T as large as 11000 [He3]. To carry this out one also needs a fast routine to compute K it (y) with
t large.
An excellent test as to whether the tφ ’s and ρφ (n)’s are accurate is that if the spectrum is
simple then the coefficients
must
 nm
 inherit the relations satisfied by the Hecke operators (30). That
X
ρφ
is ρφ (n)ρφ (m) =
must hold. Since these relations were not imposed, their truth is
d2
d|(n,m)

convincing evidence that genuine cusp forms are being picked up. By examining average deviations
in the Weyl count |{j|λj ≤ λ}| (see [St] for example) one can be convinced that no tφ ’s were omitted
in the above calculations. The approach described above works equally well for computing the
spectra of nonarithmetic triangle groups [He2].
The method used in [G-S] to obtain the plots in Figure 3 is quite different. They use the
trace formula in Appendix 3 together with the explicit knowledge of the length spectrum for X(1).
While this method only gives the first few eigenvalues it can be applied quite easily to X(N ) with
(N moderate) as well.
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